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Abstract: A hashtag is an attention generating mechanism used in conversations on social media. Corporations
and political parties also use it for campaigns and subsequent endorsements. Some users and trollers distort the
intent of trending hashtag and orient it to fulfil personal agenda, this hijackingrenders hashtags counterproductive. To deter this malicious activity, it is important to detect hijacking and take corrective action to
prevent further damage.Before any analysis, theunstructured tweet data is manually annotated by humans for
relevant and irrelevant tweets. Annotation is a matter of subjective judgement rather than any measurement.
Cohen’s kappa statistic is used to describe reliability of inter-annotator agreement.However, this statistic is
flawed and does not work as it is intended to.Wedesign a new statisticthat is consistent with human cognition
and is viable with observed percentages. Machine learning techniques are used to automatedetection and
preventionof hashtag hijacking.
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I. Introduction
A hashtag is an attention generating mechanism used in conversations on social media. Corporations and
political parties also use it for campaigns and subsequent endorsements. Some users and trollers distort the
intent of a trending hashtag and orient it to personal agenda, this hashtag hijacking makes the hashtag usability
counter-productive. To deter this malicious activity, it is important to detect hijacking and take corrective action
to prevent further damage. The tweet data is manually annotated by humans to identify relevant and irrelevant
tweets. Annotation is a matter of subjective judgement rather than a measurement. Raw percentages of data are
used to infer the inter-annotator agreement in judgement. Cohen’s kappa statistic is frequently used to measure
and describe reliability of inter- annotator agreement. However, this statistic is flawed, we devise a better
statistic before machine learning techniques are used to automate detection and prevention of hashtag hijacking.
Thetweet datais manually annotated, raw percentages of data are used to infer the quality of interannotators agreement. Cohen’s kappa is frequently used to ensure the authenticity of the inter- annotator
agreement before classification. We will show that Cohen’s kappa is not a reliable statistic. We propose
newKappa statistic that is consistent with human cognition, raw percentages and the judgement uncertainty, see
Table 3.
This site[1]shares a dataset 14 million tweets. They collected this corpus of tweets over two months on
daily basis from trending hashtags listed at website hashtags.org.This is preprocessed using four heuristics.
Human intervention takes place at every step of the annotations. They do not take into consideration the
authenticity of annotators.Machine learning classifier is used to determine Tweets with relevant hashtags.We
improve upon Cohens Kappa and reduce fourto two heuristics and compare it with our findings.
This paper is constrained to tweets that are hashtag oriented. We are interested in automating the
categorization and discrimination of tweets to relevant (R_hashtags) and irrelevant (spam S_hashtags) tweets.
Due to the growing number of hijackers in social media networks and micro-blogging sites, hashtag hijacking is
ubiquitous on Twitter. For purposes of automation of hijacked hashtags, learning data can be collected or
downloaded from readily available benchmark data repositories.
The paper is organized as: SectionIIis background for Hashtag motivation,Hashtag benefits,Section
IIIHashtag hijacking rationale, and disadvantages, Section IV Tactical steps consideration for deterring Hashtag
hijacking at user and business level, Section V describes newKappa design andcomparison of
newKappaaccuracy and efficiency with Cohen’s classic kappa, Data collection, Section VI Machine learning
with newKappa, kNN clustering and classification, Section VII is conclusion followed by Section VIII
references.
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II. Background
2.1 What is a hashtag?
Hashtag is a compound word prefixed with asymbol # [2]. This symbolis referenced by various names:
hash, pound, number, hex,comment line in the code of some programming languages.That is, hashtag isa
branded keyword. For users, businesses, and political parties, social media has become a platform for
campaigns and subsequent endorsements. For connecting diverse categories of users with concurring interests,
platforms use a mechanism called hashtag [2], [3], it is akin to hyperlinks in html pages.Hypertext Html links
also have # in htmltext.The symbol @ is usually prefixed toemail addresses: @TweetaCoffee. Once you buy a
product, the venders enlist you in theirtweetlist. Business may link their mobiles to customer ID to market
promotions[4]. Some tweets have pictures in them.
2.2 What is hashtag vs hashcode?
Hashtag is afascinating word inthe message or conversation on social media networks. Hashtags are used
for quick retrieval and categorizing social network conversations. The hashtagged messages reach millions of
users instantly.
Hashcode, on the other hand, is a data orientedindexing scheme used to store and access information for
efficient processing with Min-Hash algorithm.
2.3 What is Popular vs Trending hashtag?
There are two main categories of hashtags: Popular hashtag and Trending hashtag. Hashtagging a tweet
is a most effective way of promoting any content becauseit’s symbolic notation acquires the reader’s attention
steadily[3].
With sufficient numberofclicks on a particular hashtag, its content becomes popular topic or a popular
hashtag. That is, a hashtag is popular if its volume of use is above some threshold, say, the threshold to 100 [5].
A hashtag is trending if it has several properties: (1) high volume of usage presently as for popular
hashtag, (2) high impact,(3) novel (previously not widely used) [6], (4) hashtag appears in at least 100 tweets on
the same day. The popular hashtag becomes trending hashtag when it has positive impact of desired kind[3].
2.4 Which networks applications support hashtags?
Hashtags are used seamlesslyin several social media network applications. Some of the social networks
are: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, Twitter, YouTube, Google, Tumblr, Twitch, Reddit, Tiktok.
2.5Who uses the hashtags?
Almost everyone uses hashtags in social media network communications.Corporationsuse hashtags for
advertisement campaigns to showcase their best products in order to build a strong position in the market. In the
future, more and more businesses are expected to use social media platforms for marketing their products or
services, increasing brand visibility, and enhancing the engagement rate.
Most renowned social media platforms used in businessesare Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and
Snapchat in addition to LinkedIn, YouTube. These networks support stories, images, videos, carousal. Instagram
offers 2.5 times more clicks than ads on other social media sites. Now, it belongs to Facebook, which acquired it
from Instagram.
2.6Examples of hashtags:
Some of the examples of hashtags, hash symbol suffixed by word-phrase or a word-phraseprefixed with
hash symbol,are given here.
Academics: #school, #college, #higherEd, #scholarSunday, #followFriday
Business: Coca-Cola – #shareACoke; Dominos – #letsDoLunch;Expedia – #throwMeBack; McDonalds –
#McDStories; Walgreens – #ILoveWalgreens
Entertainment: #entertainment, #thediscoverer, #actor, #music, #hiphop,#memes, #dance, #funny #bollywood,
#lifestyle.
Politics:#ObamaCare,#BidenCare,#blackLivesMatter,
#whiteLivesMatter,
#ImpeachBidenNow,
#trump2024ToSaveAmerica,#aMessagefromUStoISIS
Professional:#job, #time, #services, #veryProfessional, #professionalDevelopment
Technology: #Android, #Apple, #Smartphone, #ios, #dell
2.7How to Measure the Impact of Hashtags[7]
Hashtag has become a powerful tool for growing an Interested audience. The golden rule of hashtags is
to use the ones that your target audience isactivelylooking for. There are hashtag etiquettes: How to know which
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ones to use? How many to use?,Where to use them?. Thesecan get you lost and send you spiraling into hashtag
swirl. Some of the possible best practices which may be followed while designing hashtag for tweeting are [3]:
Hashtag design should align with the interest of the prospective audience as well as the platform[8]
Pay close attention to the combination of words. Related and meaningful words should be used while
tweeting with a hashtag [9].
It should be engaging and interest provoking in relation to the brand it promotes. It is preferable to use
application toolbar to find strong ones in use.
One may use upto 30 allowed by Instagram. Smaller the set of hashtags, more effective it is. It is wise
to use 5-10 hashtags an avoid spammy hashtags, #happy, #love, #followme.
Social media executives may think that the most popular hashtags will be the best for their campaign to
attract endorsements [10]. Since everyone else is using those popular hashtags, they need to customize
their hashtags.
It is effective to refine stepwise:experimentandanalyze what works best, preferably use smaller and fewer
hashtags, review the outcomes andfine-tune,reiterate as necessary. The ultimate hashtag cheat-sheet suggests
considering automated tool to create, select, and deploy the hashtags at appropriate locations [7]. In addition,
there are Twitter’s rules for moderating and response to hashtags in tweets.
If hashtags are so usefulfor social media and social networking, then what is holding hashtags down if any?

III. Hashtag Hijacking
3.1 What is hashtag hijacking?
Hashtag is a branded keyword. The term hashtag hijacking refers to using a popular hashtag in order to
steal well intentioned audience and redirect their attention to the irrelevant causes and promotions[11]. Hashtag
connects the conversation between different users into one stream which can be found by searching for the
hashtag. The user is inclined to check out the conversation around the hashtag irrespective of it being aligned
and misaligned. A hashtag is hijacked if it is someone else’s hashtag and is usedto promote one’s own social
media agenda.Hashtag hijacking is also known as hashjacking[12].
A hijacked hashtag is akin to a Sybil node in Sensor Network node. A hijacked hashtag is a trending
hashtag with different unrelated content, thus pilfering valid hashtag. A Hashtag is hijacked if it is used for
unintended purpose. There are several ways it can happen: using unrelated link, using offensive link, using
unrelated content, simply broadcast to start a random conversation. By distributing negative sentiments and
grievances, hijacking tarnishes the well-intended motive of hashtag making its use counter-productive [3].
Hashtag hijacking occurs where original content and intent of a hashtag is violated [4]. Violation occurs
when it is used to divergeuser’s attention to a different topic to adversely impact the original content with
malicious intent. The hijacker may use it to one’s own advantage by contradictingor expressing grievances to
smearthe original creator.The most common type of hashtag hijacking comes from attention seeking people,
commonly referred to as trolls.
Hashtag hijacking has become a cyberattack on social media networks [4]. Hashtag hijacking is practiced
by trollers to negatively impact a business, a company, an event, or a brand. McDonalds – #McDStories and
Walgreens – #ILoveWalgreens became a victim of grievances of the trollers [13].
3.2 Why Hashtag Hijacking?
There are two reasons to consider, evolution source and involved hijacker.
3.2.1 How does it evolve?
Hashtag hijacking evolves at user level, business level, and political level.The rationale for hashtag
hijacking is:
(1) Promote their own agenda,or enterprise using trending hashtag.
(2) Malicious intent to negatively impact the artifact, invention marketed at the trendinghashtag.
3.2.2 What does it involve?
Trolls are attention seekers, they take a hashtag anddistort it to promote something completely unrelated
to the hashtag. These trolls use multiple popular hashtags in their tweets in order to get visibility on the
Twitter.Internet trolls target businesses as soon as they set up a hashtag for a promotional event or a contest.
Some trollers just divert user attention by posting offensive, abusive, and contaminated content on social forums
via popular hashtags.
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Astroturfing is a version of Hashtag hijacking. Astroturfersdisguise and attempt to create an impression
of widespread support for a policy, an individual, or a product, where there is little such support. Hijacked
hashtags are used to mislead the users into believing the fake information as authenticated one. [14].
Astroturfersdeliberately distort the hashtag from positive PR to negatively attack the brand in sarcastic
way. Hashtags are used as a platform to vent about their issues and share their grievances using provocative
messages against the companies.
Recall, #ILoveWalgreens and #McDStories are examples where people hijacked the hashtags as a
platform to share their grievances negatively [13].
In all these cases, popular trending hashtags are hijacked. It is not surprising to note an offensive and a
malicious hashtag may turn intoa blessing, #ProudBoys. The hashtag #ProudBoys conveying hate speech and
misinformation, turned to attaching messages, pictures, and videos transporting love and pride[12].

IV. How To Deter Hashtag Hijacking
4.1Taxonomy of hashtag hijacking
Here we categorize various forms of Hashtag hijacking. Hashtag hijacking is pervasive in social media,
be it academics, corporations, or politics. Microblogging platforms are bidirectional (meaning that all users are
both content creators and consumers)[4].
What are the extortions of hashtag hijacking? It refers to the type of activity to deliberately distort the
hashtag from positive public relations to negatively attack the brand in sarcastic way. Hashtags are used as a
platform to vent about their issues and share their grievances using provocative messages against the companies.
Such activity of hashtag hijacking renders the PR hashtag counterproductive, thus creating a threat.
What is spam? It refers to deliberate proliferation of irrelevanttweets and possibly expressing discontent
against individuals and companies.
What is RIspam? It refers to proliferation of Relevant and Irrelevant tweets to interested and uninterested
parties.
What is bot? Bots are self-starting software programs that simulate a human user's behavior without human
interaction. For example, chatbot is a most well-known type of bot software these days. A bot can determine the
trending hashtag, update, and broadcast instantaneously.
4.2Tools to detect hashtag hijacking?
In a recent study[15], Thomas et al. reported that there is an under-ground market in Twitter network
which provides spam-as-service. They also report that 17% of spam users exploit hashtags to make their tweets
visible in search and trending topics [16]. Castillo et al. analyzed the credibility of tweets on trending topics
based on users’ tweeting and retweeting behaviors, tweet content and link present in the tweets [17]. To detect
such spam tweets, matrix factorization model was proposed by Hu[18] to learn lexical information from external
spam resources.
Hashtag hijacking is detected by employing machine learning techniques, a multimodal non-negative
matrix factorization approach to learn the underlying topics of each hashtag, followed by Hotelling’s t 2 test to
look for the hijacked topic [6]. There are several computer languages and software packages. Languages:
python, R may be used to automate processes to collect and visualize tweet data. Special packages: Matlab,
Weka may be used to analyze multimodal data. From TF-IDF form of data, NNMF (non-negative matrix
factorization) also determines the K-Means, and K-Nearest Neighbors(kNN) clustering for determination of
hijacked hashtags.
There are two machine learning techniques for detection and prediction for classification of hashtags.
For early detection or prediction hashtag hijacking, automated techniques are used.
Bidirectional Naïve Bay’s classification: Tweet dataset is supported with probability of each class and
conditional probability of each term, theseare used to determine the relevance or irrelevance of the hashtag [11].
Tagged TF-IDF feature collection method is used for term-document matrices without annotation of
relevance or irrelevance [11]. The algorithm reduces the term-document matrix into a smaller matrix more
suitable for text clustering. Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF) based clustering: multi-modal matrix
factorization may be used to automatically to learn the topic to detect hashtag hijacking data. The size of
resulting matrices depends on the convergence criteria of NNMF. This is used in K-means orkNN nearest
neighbor clustering of tweets [19][1]
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After Hotelling’s t2 test to look for the hijacked topic, we detect hashtag hijacking by employing a
multimodal non-negative matrix factorization approach to learn the underlying topics of each hashtag [6], [20].
There are three challenges in manually annotating tweets as mentioned in [1]:
1. Large number of instances make it infeasible to manually check every single tweet and determine a label
2. Tweets are by design short, hence carry limited amount of information
3. There is no standard criteria to classify spam and not-spam tweets
One way to address the above is to cluster near-duplicate tweets and apply the same label to all the tweets
in the same cluster. Spammers may change their behavioral pattern to avoid detection; however, they keep on
posting similar exploitative tweets of popular keywords in a repetitive manner. We will be building upon this
technique of manual annotation in Section VI.
4.3 How to deter Hashtag Hijacking?
Since social media campaigns hashtags are not moderated all the time, it questions the perceived
authenticity of such campaigns and entails substantial risks [4], [13].
Before creating a hashtag, ensure that this hashtag is an assertion not a query, it cannot be taken out of
context to turn into disadvantage. Informative and concise hashtags are less vulnerable to being hijacked [23].
Even after using it, monitor that it is being used as intended, not being hijacked or spammed. If it is, make
amends as soon as possible.
Internet trolls target businesses as soon as they post a hashtag to promote some activity product or event).
If a troll repeats the same negative and provocative sentiment, they can be reported as spam.
There are standard tactical practices. Machine learning techniques are in use for early detection of high
jacked hashtags, and for preventing further negative shock wave[4].
New forms of software enable any organization with the know-how to prevent hashtag hijacking on a far
bigger scale than the current scope. The development of these new hijack detection and consequent prevention
tools is both a response and a result of the openness inherent online [14].

V. Accuracy of Cohen’s Kappa and NewKappa
Cohen’s Kappa is a quantitative measure of reliability for two appraisers that are rating the same content,
corrected for how often that the raters may agree by chance [21]. The value can be less than 0 which indicates
that there is less agreement than expected chance. A score of less than 0 is interpreted as poor or no agreement.
A score of 0 means that there is random agreement among raters, whereas a score of 1 means that there is a
complete agreement. If the value lies between 0.81 -1.00, the interpretation is near perfect agreement. For the
kappa values obtained between 0-0.80, the interpretation falls frompoor agreement to substantial agreement[22].
Note that these dividing lines are arbitrary, there is no logic.
Table 1 describes the interpretation of kappa values obtained from inter-annotator agreement confusion
matrix for, Table 2.
Table 1. Cohen’s kappa values and their interpretation for inter-annotator agreement, [22].

Like many other evaluation metrics, Cohen’s kappa is calculated based on the agreement confusion
matrix (see Table 2). Suppose n tweets are assigned to each of two annotators A and B. Then annotator A labels
n1 tweets as relevant and rejects n2 as irrelevant tweets, n1+n2 =n; whereas the annotator B labels m1 tweets as
relevant and m2 as irrelevant, m1+m2 =n.
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Table 2. Confusion matrix for inter-annotator relevance and irrelevance classification of n tweets

In order to quantify the agreement, let po be the probability of agreement between the annotators. Say,
both annotators marka tweets as relevant and d tweets, as irrelevant, then the prevalence (proportion) of actual
agreement is
𝑝0 =

𝑎+𝑑
𝑛

The probability of expected agreement is calculated as follows:
𝑝𝑒 =

𝑚1 × 𝑛1 + 𝑚2 × 𝑛2
𝑛2

The formula for Cohen’s Kappa is the probability of agreement (po) take away the probability of random
agreement (pe) divided by 1 minus the probability of random agreement. Kappa is statistically defined as

𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑛′𝑠 𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎 =

𝑝0 − 𝑝𝑒
1 − 𝑝𝑒

There are several issues with Cohen’s kappa when dealing with imbalanced data. For one, the more the
distributions of the relevant and irrelevant target classes differ, the lower the maximum reachable Cohen’s
kappa value is.
If b tweets are A-relevant, B-irrelevant and c tweets are A-irrelevant, B-relevant, then b+c tweets are
such that in each case exactly one annotator labels it relevant and the other annotator labels it irrelevant. The
question is how to ascertain the degree for judgement with which the annotators are in satisfactory agreement.
For hashtag hijacking, unstructured tweet data is pre-processed and annotated before any process can be
done for datamining automation. The tweet data is annotated manually by humans.The manual annotation is
subject to the judgement of annotator rather than any measurement. All plausible results are compared.Inorder to
ensure that data is accurately annotated, inter-annotator agreement is ascertained. One commonly used and
efficient method of accuracy assessment is realization of confusion matrix with measures including overall
accuracy, observedand expected accuracy, Table 1. It is important to ascertain the degree of the agreement.The
variation between actual and expected agreement is scaled to account for chance agreement [21]. The currently
used Cohen’s static is not stable. Cohen’s kappa values are interpreted as in the Table 1. This is not satisfactory
because even with 95% observed agreement, Cohen’s interpretation is poor agreement, see table 3. We propose
a statistic newKappawhich is more accurate and consistent with human cognition. It expected that the
researchers will find the newKappa instead of classic Cohen’s kappa more useful in their research.
The quality of agreement based on this kappa value is interpreted from the Table 2.Several data are used
where a+d is 95% and b+c is 5%. Cohen’s Kappa goes astray withunacceptable interpretations from no
agreement, poor to near perfect in last two columns of Table 3 for the same value of po = 0.95, making it
indecisive and rendering it unusable,whereas new Kappa interpretation is consistent, Table 4.
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Table 3.for 95% observed agreement the kappa value interpretations are given in the last column

From the Table 3, it is clear thatCohen’s Kappa characterization is not very decisive with 95% observed
agreement. We design a newKappa that is more accurate, consistent with observation and human cognition.
Human cognition is the ability to relate common knowledge to develop new models. In general, we
measure the deviation between two successive measurements relative to one of them. For example, for
|𝑏−𝑎|
measurements a and b, the deviation of b from a relative to a is
, similarly the deviation of a from b relative
to b is

|𝑏−𝑎|
𝑏

𝑎

. Since deviation can be relative a or b, we consider the average of two accounts for chance in a and

b. This translates into (
2

|𝑏−𝑎| |𝑏−𝑎|
𝑎

+

𝑏

𝑎 −1 +𝑏 −1

)/2 which is|a-b|

2

. This scale term

𝑎 −1 +𝑏 −1
2

is akin to reciprocal of the

Harmonic mean −1 −1 . For the proposed newKappa, we create a scale factor that considers both the observed
𝑎 +𝑏
and random agreement and it is the reciprocal of Harmonic mean of po and pe.
Harmonic mean is expressed as the reciprocal of the arithmetic means of the reciprocals of the two
probabilities.Theoretically probability is between zero and one inclusive. In this case, po and pe are never zero.
Since the annotators are selected so that it is never the case one is 100% opposite to the other, meaning, one will
rate 100% relevant and other will rate 100% irrelevant. For example, if pe = 0, then m1n1+m2n2 = 0. Since all
numbers are non-negative, we have m1n1=0 and m2n2 = 0. Now if m1 =0, then m2 =n, then m2n2 = 0 implies
n2=0, that means n1=n. Similarly for the other case wherem1 = n and n1 = 0. This implies that one rates 100%
relevant (n1=n, m1=0;), other rates 100% irrelevant (m1= n and n1 = 0). It is interesting to note thatit excludes
even mix possibility in the 100% disagreement, that is, 50% relevant – 50% irrelevant, or 50% irrelevant – 50%
relevant cannot occur to make 100% disagreement. Thus pe and po are not zero in this instance. Here the
newKappa is a statistic defined by
𝑛𝑒𝑤𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎 = 1 −

(𝑝0 − 𝑝𝑒 )

𝑝0 −1 + 𝑝 𝑒 −1 −1
2

Here in the Table 4, numbers represent percent of tweets that fall in the confusion matrix.The newKappa
statistic characterization is described below, Table 4. The Table 4 uses same data for confusion matrices as in
Table 3, but inter-annotator interpretation is improved that is consistent with human cognition.
Table 4. For 95% observed agreement the newKappa value interpretationsare given in the last column

VI. Machine Learning with NewKappa, kNNclustering
We are presenting a significant improvement to the multi-step systematic annotation presented by [1].
For consistency, we use the HSpam14 dataset,a collection of 14 million annotated tweets in English that they
made available for hashtag-oriented spam research.
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They detail a four step process to do systematic annotation [1].
1. Heuristic-based selection to identify likely spam tweets and MinHash tweet similarity clustering
2. kNNCluster based analysis and cluster labeling
3. Reliable tweets detection to label tweets that are non-spam using document frequencies.
4. Expectation-Maximization (EM)-based iterative scheme to label prediction for the remaining unlabeled
tweets.
The heuristics based tweets search was based on popular hashtags, and keywords related to money gain,
marketing material, adult content etc.MinHash based clustering was used next to cluster similar tweets. The
annotation process included both manual annotation and confident k-nearest neighbor (kNN) based annotation
with human intervention.
Using labeled tweets of the previous step a classifier was built to detect reliable non-spam tweets. The
basic intuition is that a reliable non-spam tweet does not contain words that appear with high probability in
spam tweets than other tweets. Finally EM-based prediction is used to predict the labels of the remaining tweets.
At this stage, 2.387 million spam tweets (17% of data) and 4.897 non-spam tweets (35% of data) have already
been labelled. The EM step labels the remaining 6.7 million tweets (48% of data).
Using improved heuristics and armed with enhanced metric NewKappa, we are able to achieve reliable
clustering of 78% of the data in just the first 2 steps instead of 5 steps [1].
6.1 Tweet Dataset and Pre-processing
For consistency, we benchmark the HSpam14 dataset,a collection of 14 million annotated tweets in
English that they made available for hashtag-oriented spam research, is available at
https://personal.ntu.edu.sg/axsun/datasets.html.
The text file contains three columns: tweet_id, label, and step (see sample data below). The label field
contains one of three values {0, 1, -1} where: 0 is for ham (or non-spam tweet), 1 is for spam tweet, and -1 is for
those tweets that can not be labeled as spam or ham even after manual inspection. The step field contains values
from 1 to 6, describing at which step the tweet was labeled during the labeling process:
1 => Manual annotation
2 =>kNN-based annotation
3 => User-based annotation
4 => Domain-based annotation
5 => Reliable ham tweet detection

6 => EM-based annotation

In this paper we present an enhanced cluster-based manual annotation process using newKappa, that is an
improvement over Cohen’s Kappa.
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The HSpam14 dataset consists of only tweet IDs and not the text, and other related attributes. We created
Python scripts using Tweepy, an easy to use Python library for accessing Twitter API, to access the tweet
details. Below is an excerpt from our script and a sample of tweets downloaded are show in Figure 1.
auth = tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_key, consumer_key_secret)
auth.set_access_token(access_token, access_token_secret)
api = tweepy.API(auth)
sleepTime = 2
tweetFetched = api.get_status(tweet["tweet_id"])
print(str(counter) + " : " + tweetFetched.text)
tweet["is_error"] = "No"
tweet["text"] = tweetFetched.text
tweet["created_at"] = tweetFetched.created_at
tweet["entities_hashtags"] = tweetFetched.entities["hashtags"]
tweet["entities_symbols"] = tweetFetched.entities["symbols"]
tweet["entities_user_mentions"] = tweetFetched.entities["user_mentions"]
tweet["source"] = tweetFetched.source
tweet["in_reply_to_screen_name"] = tweetFetched.in_reply_to_screen_name
tweet["user_screen_name"] = tweetFetched.user.screen_name
tweet["user_followers_count"] = tweetFetched.user.followers_count
tweet["user_friends_count"] = tweetFetched.user.friends_count
tweet["user_created_at"] = tweetFetched.user.created_at
tweet["user_statuses_count"] = tweetFetched.user.statuses_count
tweet["geo"] = tweetFetched.geo
tweet["coordinates"] = tweetFetched.coordinates
tweet["contributors"] = tweetFetched.contributors
tweet["retweet_count"] = tweetFetched.retweet_count
tweet["favorite_count"] = tweetFetched.favorite_count
tweet["favorited"] = tweetFetched.favorited
tweet["retweeted"] = tweetFetched.retweeted
tweet["lang"] = tweetFetched.lang
trainingDataSet.append(tweet)
time.sleep(sleepTime)
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Figure 1. Tweets download dump
The following pre-processing steps were involved [24]:
 Tokenization: slicing a stream of text into pieces, denoted as tokens. Less frequent tokens are dropped
from the analysis
 Lowercasing: converting the text to lowercase as it improves the performance of classification by
reducing the dimensionality of the data.
 Punctuation is often not relevant to text classification and is removed, so are stop words.
 Stemming: reducing inflected words to a common base form (e.g., “ponies” turns into “poni”, “cats”
into “cat”) This also reduces the dimensionality of the data since the words “fishing”, “fished” and
“fisher” are treated as the same word “fish”
 Lemmatization: considers the morphological analysis of words
 PoS tagging: extracts the part of speech associated with each word of the corpus, grammatically wise.
Upon doing so, words belonging to certain parts of speech may be ignored.
 Emojies are either fully removed or translated into their corresponding description.
 Username citations, emails and URLs removed as they are not useful for text classification.
Below we describe the main feature-extraction approaches used [25]
 N-grams: contiguous sequence of adjacent words of length “n” are extracted from the tweet. We have
used bi-grams and tri-grams.
 TF-IDF: term frequency-inverse document frequency is a numerical statist c that measuresthe
importance of a certain word in a data corpus.
 Sentiment Analysis: It is rather important to grasp the sentiment behind the message. Users on social
media tend to formulate opinions on a diversity of topics especially when they express an extremist
attitude.
 Named Entity Recognition: aims to extract and classify named entities in text, i.e., identify persons,
locations or any other category that may be present.
 PoS tagging: also called word-category disambiguation. This is particularly helpful in detecting hate
speech in text since the hate discourse often contains (offensive, abusive) adjectives. This is often
combined with sentiment analysis.
6.2NewKappakNN Improvements
We propose an improved hashtag hijacking detection mechanism using newKappa. The method consists
of two steps (as opposed to five [1])
1. Near duplicate clustering
2. Generating ground truth (manual annotation) using newKappa and annotate using kNN
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Step 1: Near-duplicate Clustering
Just like [1] as a pre-processing step, we group the near duplicate tweets into clusters using MinHash
algorithm. Two tweets are considered near duplicates if minimum hash values of their uni-gram, bi-gram, and
tri-gram representations are the same. In order to evaluate the quality of the clusters, about 25% of the clusters
were randomly chosen for intra-cluster andinter-cluster tweet similarities. We got high similarity scores using
both Jaccard coefficient and Cosine similarity, see Table 5.
Table 5Similarity Scores for Near-Duplicate Clustering
Measure
Intra-cluster
Inter-cluster
Jaccard coefficient
0.924 +/- 0.0013
0.012 +/- 0.0012
Cosine similarity
0.953 +/- 0.0021
0.028 +/- 0.0009

1.
2.

3.
4.

Next step is the manual annotation of these clusters. Where in the past, this has been done heuristically,
e.g., identifying tweets for quick money gain or quick gain of followers, promoting strong political beliefs,
repeatedly posting for advertisements, automatically posted by bots with the same content etc.In this paper, we
combine heuristics with improved Cohen’s Kappa to significantly increase the quality of our ground truth set.
Annotate clusters manually by at least 2, ideally 4 annotators.
The following heuristics were used as guidance: spam tweets are likely to have 3 or more hashtags,
likely contain hashtags in capital letters and with word “follow” as part of the hashtag, targeted for
quick money gain or quick gain of followers, contain adult content, automatically posted by bots/apps
with near identical content.
Quantify annotators agreement using actual observed proportions and chance agreement expected
proportions (see section V on Cohen’s Kappa)
Select equal number of spam and non-spam clusters with consistently high NewKappa value for the
next step.
Using the above steps, we manually annotate and select, with high confidence, approx. 20% of clusters
identified via MinHash clustering.
Step 2: kNN Clustering
Next step is to use the manually labeled clusters as ground truth and grow labels in a more effective
manner with the help of a kNN classifier similar to what is presented by [1]. We assign a label to a cluster only
if 80% of its k-nearest neighbors are from the same class. Moreover, if this newly labeled cluster ck causes
misclassification of a manually labeled cluster cm (if the same kNN rule were applied to cm) then we consider
this newly labeled cluster Ck to be a gloomy cluster. The gloomy clusters are then manually inspected and
labeled.
The algorithm below summarizes the main steps.
Input:

Output:

Set of
Set of
Number
Set of

manually labeled clusters Cl
unlabeled clusters Cu
of nearest neighbors k
labeled clusters Ck

Cmk = {} // clusters consistent with kNN result
foreach 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑙 do
𝐶𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘𝑁𝑁 𝑐, 𝑘, 𝐶𝑙 // find nearest neighbors
If 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑁𝑁 ≥ 0.8 × 𝑘 then
𝐶𝑚𝑘 = 𝐶𝑚𝑘 ∪ 𝑐
𝐶𝑑 = { }
𝐶𝑡 = 𝐶𝑙 // set of training examples
𝐶𝑏 = { } // a batch of labeled clusters
for 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑢 do
if 𝐶𝑏 < 0.2 × 𝐶𝑙 then
𝐶𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘𝑁𝑁 𝑐, 𝑘, 𝐶𝑡
If 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑁𝑁 ≥ 0.8 × 𝑘 then
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𝐶𝑏 = 𝐶𝑏 ∪ 𝑐
// verify the current batch
foreach 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑚𝑘 do
𝐶𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘𝑁𝑁 𝑐, 𝑘, 𝐶𝑡 ∪ 𝐶𝑏
If 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑁𝑁 < 0.8 × 𝑘 then
foreach 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝑁𝑁 do
if 𝑐𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝑏 then
𝐶𝑏 = 𝐶𝑏 − 𝑐𝑛
𝐶𝑑 = 𝐶𝑑 ∪ 𝑐𝑛
𝐶𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡 ∪ 𝐶𝑏
// add as training examples
𝐶𝑏 = { }
// start a new batch
Manually label clusters in Cd and add it to Ct
Repeat the labeling process until no more clusters can be labeled
Return 𝐶𝑘 = 𝐶𝑡 − 𝐶𝑙
Else

While the original use of the algorithm by [1] labeled 42% tweets via kNN (and the remaining were
labeled by user and domain based annotation, reliable non spam tweet detection and EM-based annotation),
using our enhanced NewKappakNN clustering, we are able to reliably label 78% of the tweets. When compared
with the labeled tweets by [1] we are achieving a precision of 0.95 as opposed to 0.94. Our recall matric is 0.64
and F1 0.76 (recall and F1 not specified in [1])
We also manually inspected approx. 10% of the type 1 and type 2 error entries. In 72% of the cases, we
found the annotation done by newKappakNN to be more reliable than done by the original algorithm.

VII. Conclusion
For hashtag hijacking, unstructured tweet data is NLP-pre-processed and annotated before any process is
done for datamining automation. The tweet data is annotated manually by human individuals. The manual
annotation issubject to the judgement of annotator rather than any measurement. In order to ensure that the data
is accurately annotated, inter-annotator confusion matrix is created. Variation between actual and expected
agreement is scaled to account for chance agreement. We proposed andcreated a statistic better than the one
used previously. The newKappa is more accurate and consistent with human cognition. It has been tested and
confirmed using benchmark HSAP dataset of 14 million tweets. It expected that the researchers will find
thenewKappamore useful than Cohen’s classic kappa in their research.
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